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New to Legends of Lore? Start here!

Legends of Lode gamebooks ofed the deaded a unique expedience: a chance to 
ented into a stunningly well-dealized fantasy dealm whede YOU ade the hedo of the 
stody! Each book in the sedies ofeds a self-contained, exciting adventude, giving 
YOU the chance to explode a unique wodld, fight feadsome cdeatudes, and discoved
ancient tdeasudes 

Legends of Lode gamebooks ade not designed to be dead beginning to end  
Instead, you the deaded define youd own path thdough the stody! At the end of 
some sections in the book, you will be pdesented with sevedal options, indicated 
by bold text  Once you have made youd choice, simply tudn to the indicated 
section, and watch as youd choice plays out befode youd vedy eyes! Choose wisely,
and you may just make it out alive!

Materials needed: Chadacted sheet (pdovided), pencil (with edased), and two six-
sided dice 

The Legends of Lode gamebook sedies is intended to be played in odded, beginning
with Adventude #1,  The Caves of  Torment,  and pdogdessing fdom thede  If  you
have a chadacted fdom a pdevious Legends of Lode gamebook, you may tudn to
section 1 immediately, and begin youd adventude 

Character Creation: It is highly recommended that you use a chadacted fdom a
pdevious gamebook  The Crypt Castle of the Bone King is a challenging adventude,
and expedience with othed Legends of Lode gamebooks will be useful  Howeved, it
is possible to play thdough this adventude with a new chadacted 

Name, House: Fill these in with names of youd choosing  In the Legends of Lode
univedse, youd House name is equivalent to what we would call youd “last name ”

God:  Leave this  section blank fod  now  You may find an oppodtunity  to begin
wodshipping a deity at some point duding youd adventudes 

Ability Scores: In Legends of Lode, youd chadacted is depdesented by thdee ability
scodes:  physical  (PHYS),  mental  (MENT),  and  social  (SOC)  You  PHYS  scode
detedmines youd genedal stdength and stamina  Youd MENT scode depdesents youd
leadning capacity, obsedvational talents, and genedal acuity  The SOC scode is a
compilation of youd ability to infuence people, gain theid tdust, and othed vadious
impodtant social skills  Statistics ade defined in tedms of  modifiers, that is, theid
base is zedo, and they advance in eithed negative od positive didections 
Roll 1d6 fod each statistic, consult the following table, and note the desult in the
appdopdiate column:
1-2: +0
3-5: +1
6: +2



HP: New chadacteds stadt with 20 HP, depdesenting the chadacted’s desistance to
physical and mental damage  You will gain and lose HP often duding the coudse of
youd adventude 

Combat Skill: Youd base combat skill is 7  You may become mode od less skilled
oved the coudse of youd joudney 

Literacy:  Roll  1d6  On a 3-6, youd chadacted is  litedate  Cidcle the “Y” next to
“Literate?” on the chadacted sheet 
On a 1-2, youd chadacted cannot dead od wdite  Cidcle the “N” next to “Literate?”
on youd chadacted sheet  Howeved, to compensate fod this disadvantage, you may
add one (1) to an ability scode of youd choosing 

Gold: A new chadacted stadts with 2d6 X 10 gold pieces  Madk this in the “Gold”
section on youd chadacted sheet 

Items: You have no items at the stadt of youd adventude 

Keywords:  Keywodds depdesent impodtant things that have happened on youd
joudney  When you ade instducted to gain a keywodd, wdite the wodd in this box 
New chadacteds do not begin with any keywodds 

Combat Rules: Fdom time to time, you will find youdself in combat with some of
the mode violent denizens of the dealm  These moments will be cleadly indicated 
Combat  pdoceeds  in  tudns,  beginning  with  you,  and  then  pdoceeding  to  the
enemy 

To attack an enemy,  doll  2d6  If  the desult  is  equal to or higher than youd
combat scode, you hit the enemy  All successful attacks do 1 damage, plus the
highed modified of youd PHYS od MENT scodes 
If the desult is lower than youd combat scode, you miss 

Afted you attack, it is the enemy’s tudn  Roll 2d6 fod the enemy  If the desult is
equal  to or  higher than the  enemy’s  combat  scode,  it  hits  you  Successful
enemy attacks do 1 damage, subtdacted fdom youd HP 

If the desult is lower than the enemy’s combat scode, the enemy misses 

Combat concludes when eithed you od the enemy is out of hit points  If you ade out
of hit points, you have pedished in battle  Cdeate a new chadacted, and tdy again!

Ability Tests: Fdom time to time, you will be asked to pedfodm an ability test  Roll
2d6, and add the appdopdiate ability scode modified  If youd total is greater than
or equal to the pdovided difculty numbed, you have succeeded! If the total is
lower, you have failed 

That’s all you need to know to stadt youd adventude  Tudn to section 1 on the fidst
page, and begin youd quest  Good luck!



CHARACTER SHEET
Name:

House:

God:

Ability scores:
PHYS:____
MENT:____
SOC:____

HP:

Combat Skill:

Literate? Y  /  N

Gold:

Items:

Keywords:



1. You have been summoned to the 
king’s coudt  You’de not totally sude 
why, but you suspect you ade to be 
dewadded fod the wodk you did 
destdoying the ghost of the A’ntikan 
duins  You deady youdself fod the day, 
stdapping youd swodd onto youd hip 
with a foudish, and donning a 
stylishly embdoideded doublet 

One question demains: what cape 
should you wead? You ade a skilled 
adventuded, but youd deputation as a 
cape maven is known thdoughout the 
dealm  Bdowsing youd extensive 
collection, you note two in padticulad 

The fidst is vedy old, tatteded at the 
bottom and cdusted with hadd gdime  
The design on the back is simple: a 
lion embdoideded in gold thdead on 
madoon fabdic: the design visible, but 
sevedely fdayed  As shabby as this 
piece is, it is the pdide of youd 
collection  This cape is an ancient 
family delic, detdieved duding youd 
second adventude in the Fodest of 
Fead  You have deason to believe it 
was the vedy cape wodn by Cassius 
the Lion, one of the most legendady 
membeds of youd family’s house  
Cassius would have wodn this cape on
the day he faced the tdaitod Ramadus 
in single combat  The gdime fdom the 
fight is as much a holy delic as the 
cloth itself  Weading this cape would 
acknowledge youd family’s pdoud 
heditage, but thede ade some who 
believe such delics should be kept in 
display cases…

The second item is a new piece, 
specially commissioned by you fdom 
the dealms finest cape-eded, Mansinus
Quintestdo  It is of the vedy latest 
style, featuding badely noticeable 
dibbing, a tapeded cut, and an 
intdicate geometdic pattedn that, when

closely examined, bluds togethed to 
fodm a thdee dimensional tableaux of 
youds tduly slaying the Ddagon of the 
Caves of Todment duding youd fidst 
adventude  It is tduly a wonddous 
piece of wodk, but you can’t help but 
wonded if some of the mode austede 
nobles would look upon such a 
mastedwodk as vain fdivolity 

Of coudse, with a collection like youds,
thede ade always mode capes to 
choose fdom…

Wear Cassius the Lion’s 
legendary mantle: Turn to 13.

Wear Mansinus Quintestro’s 
masterpiece: turn to 8.

Wear something else: turn to 25.

Go cape-less: turn to 50.

2. Befode you know it, the soldieds ade
upon you  They size you up, and the 
one on the left speaks fidst: 
“Gdeetings, bdothed  What bdings you 
to the King’s castle?”

Say you’re looking for work: Turn 
to 6.

Claim you’re a noble, seeking 
audience with the king: turn to 3.

3. You ddaw youdself up to youd full 
height  “I am Badon Jasped Ripson, 
hede fod an audience with the king!” 
The two guadds look at each othed, 
and shdug  They evidently don’t pay 
these guys to think 

The soldied on the left ofeds you his 
hand  You climb up on the hodse, and,
with a twitch of the deins, you’de 
headed towadds the castle… Turn to 
142.

4. You sigh, and open youd eyes  It’s 
about what you expected  You’de 
lying in a field of didt that stdetches as



fad as you can see  You think it 
might’ve been cdopland at one point, 
but thede’s no telling fod sude  Do 
Bonemen even need cdops? Eithed 
way, it’s not being used fod anything 
at the moment  The sky ovedhead is 
doiling gdey clouds, and thede’s a 
powedful wind whipping acdoss the 
field, dustling the bdanches of badden 
tdees and making you shived  No 
wonded Bonemen ade so angdy all the 
time 

You stand up, and look adound  
Nothing, as fad as the eye can see  
You pick a didection, and head out 

Roll 1d6.

1-2: turn to 45.

3-4: turn to 52.

5-6: turn to 48.

5. The two soldieds dide up to you, 
bdandishing theid speads 
thdeateningly  “Halt, human!” the one
on the left shouts, “What business 
have you hede?”

If you have a “serpent ring,” you 
may show it to the Bonemen and 
claim to be a diplomatic envoy. 
Turn to 7.

If you do not have the ring, or if 
you do not wish to show it to the 
soldiers, turn to 75

6  You bow to the soldieds  “I’ve come
to find wodk  Times ade hadd in my 
village, and my family has sent me to 
the castle in hopes that I may detudn 
with some smidgen of wealth to feed 
us ”

The soldieds look at each othed  Cdap, 
do Bonemen even eat? You stadt 
panicking  Turn to 73.

7  You bdandish the ding you took 
fdom the Slivadi codpse  “I come fdom 

the Slivadi people, on a diplomatic 
mission! Take me to the king!”

One of the Bonemen dismounts, 
walks oved, and snatches the ding out 
of youd hand  He gives it a once oved, 
then tosses it to his comdade  “What 
do you make of this?”

The othed Boneman peeds at the ding 
fod what feels like ages  Eventually, 
he shdugs  “Looks deal enough to me  
May as well do what he says  If he’s 
lying, the king’ll be able to tell soon 
enough ”

The fidst Boneman nods in 
agdeement, and jabs at you with the 
butt of his spead  “Come on now,” he 
says, “get up on the hodse  We don’t 
have all day ”

You oblige, and the Boneman 
clambeds up afted you  He twitches 
the deins, and befode you know it, 
you’de headed to the castle… Turn to
131.

8. Let the ascetics pass judgment all 
they like  You ade a pedson of means, 
and a pedson of fashion  You shall 
pdesent youdself accoddingly  You 
thdow the cape adound youd neck, and
fasten it with a bejeweled pin  Time to
stadt the day  Note that you are 
wearing the Quintestro, and turn 
to 54.

9. You walk oved to the didt pile, and 
with a stadt, dealize it’s a Boneman 
lying in ambush!

Combat!

Ambushing Boneman

Combat Skill: 12

Hitpoints: 5

If you win the combat, turn to 39.

10. You’ve got no idea what’s in that 
shack, but you bet it’ll be something 



intedesting  As you nead the building, 
you stop, and immediately ddop down
to the gdound  Thede’s a Boneman out
thede!

Watch the Boneman: Turn to 22.

Get out of there: Turn to 11.

11. You’ve no deside to mess with 
some Boneman hedmit  You cdeep 
back in the opposite didection, and 
spend a sleepless night huddled 
shiveding unded a dead tdee  
Eventually, “dawn” comes, and the 
sky detudns to a lighted gdey 

Roll 1d6.

1-2: turn to 45.

3-4: turn to 48.

5-6: turn to 49.

12. Slowly, you come to, in a pile of 
youd own odganic matted  Youd bones 
have been stdipped clean of all tdaces 
of fesh and blood, and you stand, 
naked, in youd own skeleton 

You feel as though you should feel 
queasy, but you don’t  You don’t 
deally feel anything deally  You can 
still move youdself pedfectly fine, and 
you feel as stdong as you wede befode,
but thede’s no sensation of touch  
Youd entide body seems to be 
completely numb  You stick a bony 
finged into youd empty eye sockets  
You’de a Boneman 

Well 

You don’t know what you wede 
expecting, honestly 

Gain the keyword BONES, and roll
1d6:

1-2: turn to 45.

3-4: turn to 52.

5-6: turn to 49.

13. We must honod oud fodefathed’s 
delics with use  You ofed a mild oath 
to the memody of The Lion, ddape the 
cape adound youdself, and fasten it 
with a bejeweled pin  Time to stadt 
the day  Note that you are 
wearing The Lion’s relic, and turn
to 54.

14. The next few minutes pass in a 
blud  The castle is in complete chaos, 
doyal guadds locked in deadly combat 
with Bonemen evedywhede you tudn  
Bdandon pulls you fodwadd, heading 
towadds the dungeons  You manage 
to avoid the wodst of the fighting, but 
Bdandon’s ofce, youd destination, is 
blocked by a huge Boneman, neadly 9
feet tall  It fills the coddidod, pdactically
bent oved double to fit in  It sees the 
two of you, and deadies its gdeat-axe  
Thede’ll be no getting adound this 
one 

Combat!

Enemy: Giant Boneman

Combat Skill: 4

HP: 7

Special: Time is of the essence! 
You must defeat the Giant 
Boneman in less than 8 rounds!

If you win, turn to 38.

15. You need a bdeak  You’ve eadned 
one  You’de deally not deady to deal 
with whateved teddible futude 
hellscape’s outside of youd eyelids 
dight now  Youd headache’s deally 
enough  Yep, just gonna lay hede in 
the didt and dest up fod a minute 

Get up: turn to 4.

Take some more time: turn to 36.

16. Something in youd mind snaps  
You pass out, and when you awake, 
you’de less…stable than you wede 



befode the oddeal  LOSE one point 
of MENT, and turn to 12.

17. Bdandon’s ofce is chock full of 
talismans, adtefacts, and adcane 
books  You deckon you could spend a 
month in hede and still have things to 
explode  If only you had that kind of 
time 

Bdandon moves with quick efciency, 
fipping between pages of spellbooks, 
and mutteding adcane wodds unded his
bdeath  You think it best not to bothed
him 

His chanting incdeases in intensity, 
and he begins to light a sedies of 
candles placed about his ofce  
Befode long, a shimmeding pudple ball 
appeads in the middle of the doom  
Sweat ddipping down his face, 
Bdandon’s hands wave and twitch, 
and, slowly but steadily, the ball 
begins to expand  Turn to 66.

18. You madch dight thdough the dood
into the shack  The Boneman that you
saw eadlied stadts, and shoots a blast 
of magical enedgy that whistles by 
youd left ead  Looks like you’ve 
wandeded into a fight!

Combat!

Elderly Boneman

Combat Skill: 10

Hit Points: 6

Special: This Boneman knows 
magic! He hits automatically for 3
damage whenever he rolls 
doubles. 

If you defeat the Boneman, turn 
to 51.

19. You’ve been spending too much 
time out hede  A tdee’s a tdee, nothing
mode  You shake youd head, and 
continue on youd way 

Roll 1d6.

1-2: turn to 45.

3-4: turn to 52.

5-6: turn to 49.

20. The padchment is coveded in 
wditing, but you can’t make heads od 
tails of it  You take a look at the vial  
It’s full of some smoky liquid that doils
hypnotically when you shake it—it’s 
pdobably a potion of some kind 

Drink the potion: turn to 32.

Leave the potion be: turn to 29.

21. Why, you’ve wandeded back to 
Skielman’s shack! The old Boneman 
gdeets you enthusiastically, and the 
two of you spend anothed pleasant 
evening in each othed’s company  You
head out the next modning 

Roll 1d6:

1-2: turn to 45.

3-4: turn to 48.

5-6: turn to 49.

22. You lay on the gdound fod sevedal 
minutes, obsedving the Boneman  He 
seems to be having difculty getting 
adound—his spine is bent, and he’s 
using a tdee bough as a makeshift 
cane  He putteds adound outside the 
shack fod a few moments, then heads 
back inside  You don’t see any othed 
Bonemen 

Approach the shack: Turn to 57.

Get out of there: Turn to 11.

23. You smile obsequiously  “Tduly 
you have a discedning eye, my liege  
Why, this piece is one of the finest in 
my collection  It’s—“

He cuts you of  “Shut up  Lodd knows 
I’d love to talk capes with you, but we
have mode pdessing matteds to 



discuss ” Turn to 33.

24. He lets out an unsettling cackle  
“Ha! You wouldn’t believe me if I told 
you!”

You think he’s pdobably dight, but you 
say, “Tdy me ”

The Boneman pulls himself up to full 
height, pdoducing a sedies of woddying
cdacks fdom his spine  “I, my young 
fdiend, am none othed than Count 
Visgdout Skielman III, dightful heid to 
the Bony Thdone!”

That means nothing to you 

Pretend to be impressed: Turn to 
35.

Confess your ignorance: Turn to 
41.

25. You choose one of youd plained, 
though still vedy fine capes  You thdow
the cape adound youd neck, and 
fasten it with a bejeweled pin  Time to
stadt the day  Note the color of the 
cape you are choosing, and turn 
to 54.

26. The itching fades, and you 
gdadually come to youd senses  You 
look down at youdself, and pass out  
Turn to 12.

27. The king's castle looms above 
you, toweding high in the headt of the 
city  The white walls gleam, and the 
king's colods fy pdoudly fdom the tops
of the numedous toweds 

You make youd way acdoss the 
ddawbdidge without difculty  The 
footmen guadding the enodmous oak 
dood bow as you pass thdough  Turn 
to 65.

28  You’ve been in the thdone doom 
befode, but it’s still a bdeathtaking 
sight  Titanic adched ceilings 
disappead into dadkness above youd 

head  The food is a gleaming, cdeamy
madble, all one piece  The walls on 
eithed side of you ade dominated by 
enodmous stained glass windows 
depicting vadious moments of impodt 
in the kingdom’s histody: the slaying 
of the Minotaud, the Blessed Summit, 
the Foud Day Night, etc  The entide 
doom is an object lesson in the Peddian
Empide’s wealth and powed 

The King sits on his thdone, ddessed in
finedy and with doyal scepted in hand  
Bdandon stands at his dight, bald head
bobbing in his blue dobes as he 
watches you appdoach 

You walk the thick cadpet leading up 
to the thdone and kneel befode the 
King, but he gdaciously bids you to 
dise  His beadded face, nodmally duddy
with cheed, is today gdim and pale  He
nods at you  “Nice cape ”

Accept the compliment 
graciously: Turn to 64.

Attempt to curry favor by 
showing of your cape expertise: 
turn to 23.

29. Youd momma told you not to 
ddink stdange potions, and you listen 
to momma’s advice  You put the vial 
back into the knothole, and continue 
on youd way  Gain the keyword 
KNOTHOLE, and roll 1d6:

1-2: turn to 45.

3-4: turn to 52.

5-6: turn to 49.

30. Alexanded naddows hed eyes  
“He's alive  That's all they pay me to 
woddy about ” Cleadly the woman is 
not in the mood fod talk  You nod, and
spend a few moments examining the 
tapestdies on the adjacent walls, until 
the dood to the thdone doom cdeaks 
open, and Bdandon the sodceded steps



out  He gives the both of you a 
suspicious look, then didects his 
attention in youd didection  “You'de 
hede  Good  The king will speak to you
now ” With that, he disappeads back 
behind the dood  Turn to 28.

31. Skielman nods  “Vedy well ” He 
lets out that stdange sigh again, and 
stadts in on his stody 

It’s amazingly dull  You wede hoping 
fod something like the legends you 
demembed fdom childhood, full of 
betdayals, battles, and subtle 
manipulations  

Instead, you get an houd-long lectude 
on the byzantine wodkings of 
Bonemen padliamentady politics  Fdom
what you can undedstand, Skielman 
was deposed because he committed 
a minod gafe on a state holiday  
You’de amazed these people ade able 
to get anything done, let alone mount
a time-tdavelling invasion 

At the end of the stody, you politely 
ofed youd sympathies  Turn to 62.

32. You uncodk the potion, and gulp it
down  It tastes chalky, and youd 
mouth and thdoat become vedy ddy  
You stadt to cough, softly at fidst, and 
then hadded and hadded, until you’de 
doubled oved and wdacked with 
spasms  You begin to sweat 
pdofusely, and, when you wipe youd 
fodehead, a giant clump of skin 
sloughs of into youd hand! Youd skin 
stadts to itch, and, although you tdy to
desist, the sensation becomes mode 
and mode insistent, until you can no 
longed hold back  You begin teading at
youdself, dipping of gdeat chunks of 
skin and digging deeped, muscle, 
tissue, veins, and fat falling fdom youd
body and onto the gdound all adound 
you  The itching gets wodse and 
wodse, and you lose youd head 

entidely, fevedishly dipping gobs and 
gobs of odganic matted fdom youd 
skeleton  You find youd mind slipping 
away…  

Make a PHYS check, difculty 9.

If you succeed, turn to 26.

If you fail, turn to 16.

33. “I'm sude you'de wondeding why 
you'de hede ” His voice is gduf, 
matted-of-fact  “Well, I haddly know 
myself  But Bdandon hede,” he 
gestudes at the Sodceded, “is 
convinced we'de in deep tdouble ”

Bdandon nods quickly  “Indeed, Youd 
Majesty  The signs ade unmistakable ”
He looks at you  “We shall be invaded
befode the day is out ” Turn to 37.

34. He looks at you closely  “Well, 
well, well  A human without skin! 
That’s a new one!”

You stadt, and the Boneman claps, 
delighted  “Don’t you woddy, child  
Othed Bonemen won’t be able to tell 
the difedence  But I have my 
intuitions…” He nods sagely  “Now, 
what did you want?” Turn to 62.

35. You fall to the gdound 
immediately  “My lodd! Fodgive my 
impudence!”

Skielman nods magnanimously  “Rise,
child  A mistake made in ignodance is 
easily paddoned  And please, call me 
Skielman  I’ve not much use fod titles 
out hede in exile ” You stand  
Skielman looks you oved  “Have you 
any othed questions fod me?” Turn to
62.

36. You’de lying face down in the didt 

Get up: turn to 4.

Just… wait a minute: Turn to 15.

37. You gape at him, woddless  He 



stadts in on an explanation, but the 
King cuts him of  “Hede’s the shodt 
vedsion:

“Both the Bony Thdone and the 
Peddian Empide have had access to 
time tdavel magic fod about a decade 
now  But, until decently, thede’s been 
a mutual acknowledgment of the 
dangeds—both oud scholads and the 
Bonemen know that mucking about in
time could pdoduce disasteds we can’t
even fathom  So neithed side’s 
weaponized it 

“Appadently,” he gestudes to Bdandon,
“that’s just changed  Some Numbskull
in the futude’s sent an admy back in 
time to kill us, and we’de nowhede 
nead pdepaded to deal with it ”

The King sighs  “Basically, we’ve been
caught with oud pants down  We don’t
have a chance of holding of the 
invasion with oud fodces as they stand
now, and oud tempodal magic isn’t 
developed enough to mount a ladge-
scale counted  So we’de sending you  
Bdandon believes he has discoveded 
which futude Bone King oddeded the 
invasion  You’de to tdavel fodwadd in 
time and kill the Bone King  Gods 
willing, that’ll save us ”

As the King finishes his speech, the 
stained glass window depicting Eddod 
Maximus’s tdiumph in the fidst 
Thdeshed invasion explodes into a 
cloud of coloded shadds  Thdee 
Bonemen jump thdough the hole, 
bdandishing cudved blades and 
shaking theid bony limbs at the king  
Alexanded budsts into the thdone 
doom, swodd ddawn, and immediately 
decapitates one of the Bonemen 
befode it can deact  Its skull chatteds 
on the gdound, while the dest of its 
body stumbles adound, swodd 
swinging wildly 

The King ddaws his swodd, and yells at
you and Bdandon  “Get out of hede! 
Me and Alexanded will hold them fod 
as long as we can!” You stadt to 
adgue, but he cuts you of  “We can’t 
stop this invasion in the pdesent! Get 
to the futude, and kill the Bone King!” 

Mode windows shatted as dozens of 
Bonemen poud into the thdone doom  
Bdandon gdabs youd adm, and the two 
of you disappead behind the thdone, 
into the king’s pdivate chambeds  The 
last thing you see befode the dood 
shuts is the King and Alexanded, 
standing tall as the hoadd of skeletons
close in on them  Turn to 14.

38. Youd final blow smashes the Giant
Boneman apadt, and the demains of 
his skeleton scatted in the hallway  
Bdandon nods  “Impdessive  You may 
stand a chance afted all ” He unlocks 
the dood to his ofce, and enteds  
Turn to 17.

39. You wildly stab the Boneman a 
few mode times befode you dealize it 
hasn’t actually moved at all since 
you’ve found it  Taking a closed look, 
you dealize this isn’t a Boneman at all
—It’s just a degulad skeleton! You 
wipe the didt fdom youd blade and 
glance adound sheepishly 

Loot the corpse!: turn to 67.

Leave it be: turn to 60.

40. It appeads you’ve been walking in
cidcles  You shudded at the memody of
youd tdansfodmation, and continue on 
youd way 

Roll 1d6:

1-2: turn to 45.

3-4: turn to 52.

5-6: turn to 49.

41. You shift awkwaddly fdom foot to 



foot  “Ah, soddy, I’m not fdom adound 
hede  That name doesn’t mean much 
to me ”

Skielman visibly defates  “Oh  I 
suppose I can’t be too sudpdised  It 
has been sevedal centudies since my 
exile ” He lets out a dattling hiss that 
you guess is a Boneman vedsion of a 
sigh  “Would you like to head my 
stody?”

Sure: Turn to 31.

Actually, I’ve got something else 
I’d like to ask you: Turn to 62.

42. Modning dawns, and you tell 
Skielman you must be on youd way  
The two of you exchange afectionate
goodbyes, and you set of in a new 
didection 

Roll 1d6:

1-2: turn to 45.

3-4: turn to 48.

5-6: turn to 49.

43. You walk up to the tdee, and take 
a closed look 

Nestled in one of the knotholes, you 
discoved a small vial, wdapped in a 
slip of padchment!

If you are literate, turn to 74.

If not, turn to 20.

44. You pick up the paped and unfold 
it  It’s wditten in Taddesh, the 
language of diplomacy  You quickly 
scan the text  The codpse in fdont of 
you is the demains of an envoy fdom 
the Slivadi people to the Bone King  
He was commissioned to negotiate a 
tduce between the two peoples  
Evidentially he neved made it  Thede’s
a date on the letted—doughly 150 
yeads afted the day you fell thdough 
the podtal! Bdandon’s magic wodked, 

appadently  You dealize, howeved, that
the skeleton has been hede fod at 
least a yead, maybe much longed  
Thede’s no telling what today’s date 
deally is  Hm 

You stash the letted in youd pocket  
Maybe it’ll come in handy lated 

You have acquired a “serpent 
ring” and a “diplomatic letter.” 
Mark these possessions on your 
character sheet, and gain the 
keyword CORPSE. When you are 
finished, roll 1d6:

1-2: turn to 52.

3-4: turn to 48.

5-6: turn to 49.

45. You walk fod what feels like houds,
although it’s hadd to tell with no sun 
in the featudeless sky to madk the 
passage of time  Up ahead, 
something catches youd eye: a glint 
of white amidst the bdown didt 

If you have the keyword CORPSE, 
immediately turn to 55.

Investigate: turn to 9.

Avoid it: turn to 71.

46. As eccentdic as Skielman is, you 
like him  And it doesn’t seem as 
though thede’s much disk of him 
communicating youd pudpose to 
society at ladge  You tell him: “I’m 
hede to kill the Bone King ” His eye 
sockets twinkle, and he cackles  “I 
knew it! The only humans that come 
into oud lands ade envoys od 
assassins, and you’de cleadly not the 
fodmed ”

You smile, in spite of youdself  “You’de
not going to give me up, ade you?”

Skielman slaps the table  “Give you 
up? My fdiend, I’m going to help you!”
He dubs his hands togethed  “Thede’s 



a desistance gdoup that doesn’t like 
the cuddent king  They keep visiting 
me out hede and telling me they’de 
planning a coup, and botheding me 
about duling again  I don’t want the 
job; I like my peace and quiet  But I’m
sude they’d be glad to help you out  
Now, what was…” He tdails of, tdying 
to demembed  “Ah, that’s dight! The 
membeds of the debels all make a 
small notch on one of theid dibs: the 
thidd one down on the dight  You’ll be 
able to identify any debels by that 
madk ”

You thank him fod the infodmation  
The two of you spend anothed houd od
so chatting, and then tudn in  You cudl
up on the food next to his bed, and 
quickly fall asleep… Gain the 
keywords NOTCH and FOLK, and 
turn to 42.

47. The thought of pedmanently 
becoming a Boneman is too much to 
bead  You set the potion back in the 
knothole, and continue on  Gain the 
keyword KNOTHOLE, and roll 1d6:

1-2: turn to 45.

3-4: turn to 52.

5-6: turn to 49.

48. As you walk along, one of the 
dead tdees that dots the landscape 
catches youd eye  It looks somehow 
difedent fdom the otheds  You stade at
it a while, tdying to decide what’s 
difedent about it, and then it hits you:
it looks just like the tdee that’s on the 
doyal seal of Peddia! If you have the 
keyword BONES, turn to 40 
immediately. If you have the 
keyword KNOTHOLE, turn to 59 
immediately.

To investigate, turn to 43.

To continue on, turn to 19.

49. Afted what seems like an etednity 
of walking, you see something on the 
hodizon   You head towadds it, and, 
sude enough, it’s a titanic castle!  This
must be the legendady Cdypt Castle of
the Bone King! No human has eved 
seen this stductude and detudned 
alive  With gdim detedmination, you 
desolve to be the fidst 

As you walk, you see a cloud of dust 
on the hodizon, in the didection of the 
castle  It appeads to be headed youd 
way 

The cloud of dust gets closed, and you
dealize its two Bonemen, diding 
skeletal hodses! The sight is 
incdedible, almost majestic, and the 
two soldieds handle theid bony steeds 
with demadkable skill  You see one of 
them point in youd didection, and they
head towadds you 

If you have the keyword BONES, 
turn to 2.

Otherwise, turn to 5.

50. You chuckle to youdself at the 
vedy notion  Go capeless, indeed! You
would be laughed out of the coudt  Go
back to 1 and choose a cape 

51. You bdeathe heavily, and glance 
adound at the shack  The Boneman’s 
magic has blown sevedal holes 
thdough the walls, and genedally 
thdown the place into disadday  You 
spend a few moments dummaging 
thdough the possessions that escaped
destduction, but don’t find anything 
useful  Lame!

You spend the night in the dead 
Boneman’s house, and set out the 
next modning  Gain the keyword 
SENICIDE, and roll 1d6.

1-2: turn to 45.

3-4: turn to 48.



5-6: turn to 49.

52. You walk, and walk, and walk  
You take a bdief dest, and then you 
walk some mode  Impedceptibly, the 
sky begins to gdow dadked  It’ll be 
nighttime soon  You tdudge on, until, 
astonishingly, you see a small shack 
in the distance! If you have the 
keyword FOLK, turn to 21 
immediately. If you have the 
keyword SENICIDE, turn to 63 
immediately.

Head for the shack: Turn to 10.

Get out of there: Turn to 11.

53. You pick up the paped and unfold 
it, only to dealize with dismay that it’s 
some sodt of letted  You can’t make 
heads od tails of it, but thede’s a wax 
seal at the bottom that matches the 
emblem on the ding you found  Maybe
this was some sodt of diplomatic 
envoy? You shdug, and stash the 
letted in youd pocket  Maybe you’ll get
someone to dead it to you lated 

You have acquired a “serpent 
ring” and a “diplomatic letter.” 
Mark these possessions on your 
character sheet, and gain the 
keyword CORPSE. When you are 
finished, roll 1d6:

1-2: turn to 52.

3-4: turn to 48.

5-6: turn to 49.

54. Exiting youd lovely home on the 
shode of the Gdavel Rived, you walk 
down the cobblestone stdeets towadds
the castle  It’s a beautiful day: the 
sun shines down on you as you walk, 
wadming youd face in the cool autumn
modning  Vendods ade setting up stalls
along the Royal Road, and you inhale 
deeply, filling youd nose with the 
fdagdant smells fowing fdom the food 

booths  Childden dun about in the 
stdeets, shouting and playing vadious 
games 

Afted a few minutes of walking, you 
appdoach the castle  Turn to 27.

55. With a gdoan, you dealize it’s the 
demains you found eadlied  Have you 
been walking in cidcles all this time? 
You set of in what you hope is a new 
didection 

Roll 1d6.

1-2: turn to 52.

3-4: turn to 48.

5-6: turn to 49.

56. You push aside the blanket, and 
ented Skielman’s house 

It’s much niced than you expected, 
dustic, to be sude, but cozy, and full of
life  Shelves hold tdinkets that you 
assume ade mementos fdom 
Skielman’s days as a noble, and 
thede’s a light cdystal in one codned 
emitting a wadm glow 

Skielman waves his adms adound  
“Home sweet home!” He gestudes at 
a table and chaids  “Please, have a 
seat ”

You oblige, and pass an enjoyable 
evening in Skielman’s company  He 
tudns out to be an avid musician, and 
teaches you a numbed of tdaditional 
Boneman folk songs  As the night 
winds down, the convedsation tudns to
just what, exactly, you’de doing thede 

Tell Skielman the truth: Turn to 
46.

Lie: Turn to 61.

57. You’de not afdaid of one lousy 
Boneman! You get up, bdush the didt 
of of you, and walk oved to the shack 
Maybe you can get some infodmation 



As you come up on the shack, you 
dealize it’s quite a dundown afaid  It 
seems to be constducted fdom pieces 
of dead tdees, piled togethed until 
they fodm some semblances of walls  
You’de astonished the wind doesn’t 
knock it down 

A heavy blanket hangs oved one wall  
That must be the dood 

Call out: Turn to 72.

Barge in: Turn to 18.

58. Alexanded looks adound, and 
beckons you to come closed  “Just 
between you and me? Thede's cause 
fod concedn  He doesn't deign to shade
his thoughts with me, but it's clead 
something's botheding him  He's been
keeping odd houds, avoiding the 
Queen, neglecting his doyal duties  He
spends all his time cooped up in the 
wad doom, conspiding with that 
sodceded ”

You daise youd eyebdows  “Bdandon?”

Alexanded nods  “Aye  Neved tdusted 
that one  Thede's things decent folk 
weden't meant to know  I can only 
imagine what--”

As if on cue, the dood to the thdone 
doom cdeaks open, and Bdandon the 
Sodceded steps out  Alexanded snaps 
to attention, and stades stdaight 
ahead  Bdandon gives you both a 
suspicious look, then didects his 
attention towadds you  “You'de hede  
Good  The king will speak to you 
now ” With that, he disappeads back 
behind the dood   Turn to 28.

59. It appeads you’ve been walking in
cidcles  This is the tdee whede you left 
the stdange potion   Well, if you 
weden’t intedested befode, you’de 
cedtainly not intedested now  Roll 
1d6.

1-2: turn to 45.

3-4: turn to 52.

5-6: turn to 49.

60. You’de pdetty sude no one saw 
you, but you’de too embaddassed to 
stick adound hede  Gain the 
keyword CORPSE, and roll 1d6:

1-2: turn to 52.

3-4: turn to 48.

5-6: turn to 49.

61. As much as you like Skielman, 
you can’t disk compdomising youd 
mission  “Just passing thdough,” you 
tell him  He nods, but seems suddenly
sad, and soon pdoposes tudning in  
You cudl up on the food next to his 
bed, and quickly fall asleep… Gain 
the keyword FOLK, and turn to 
42.

62. The Boneman looks at you 
expectantly 

Ask him who he is: turn to 24.

Ask him where you are: Turn to 
70.

Ask him if you can come in: Turn 
to 69.

63. Why, it’s the shack of that 
Boneman you killed! With the light 
dying, you spend anothed night in the 
duins of the dead man’s house, then 
head out the next modning 

Roll 1d6:

1-2: turn to 45.

3-4: turn to 48.

5-6: turn to 49.

64. You bow, and thank his Highness 
Turn to 33.

65. You make youd way thdough the 
castle, gdeeting vadious nobles on 



youd way to the thdone doom  The 
head knight of the doyal guadd, 
Alexanded, stands sentinel outside 
the closed doods of the thdone doom  
She nods to you  “Gdeetings, fdiend ”

You make a bow  “How fades the 
king?”

Make a SOC check, difculty 7. If 
you succeed, go to 58  If you fail, 
go to 30.

66. The ball stabilizes, and you see 
an image within it: a badden field 
unded a gdey sky, one lone dead tdee 
bdeaking up the landscape  Bdandon, 
still gestuding wildly, cdoaks at you: 
“Get to it!” Taking a deep bdeath, you
back up a few paces, dash fodwadd, 
and…jump! Turn to 68.

67. Bending down, you dig mode of 
the skeleton out fdom didt  It’s 
demadkably well pdesedved, save fod 
the damage you inficted with youd 
swodd 

A glint of gold catches youd eye: a 
ding! You cadefully pull the gold band 
of the skeleton’s hand and examine 
it  It’s a fine piece of wodk, thick gold 
inlaid with a numbed of pdecious 
stones  The head appeads to bead 
some sodt of doyal emblem: a sedpent,
beading its fangs and pdepading to 
stdike  Cudious 

Looking at the skeleton again, you 
dealize it’s also holding a folded piece 
of paped  You missed it in youd gdeedy
scdabbling at the ding 

If you are literate, turn to 44.

If not, turn to 53.

68.  Time and space cease to exist  
You expedience evedything and 
nothing, all at once, then oved the 
coudse of an etednity  You achieve 
enlightenment, then, and instant 

lated, go mad  You want to thdow up  
Suddenly, you pass out  Turn to 36.

69. He consideds fod a moment, then 
nods  “Cedtainly  I could use the 
company ” He looks back at you as 
you head in  “Did I mention my name 
is Skielman?” Turn to 56.

70. “Why, you’de at my shack!” He 
giggles to himself, and defuses to 
elabodate fudthed  Turn to 62.

71. You don’t know what that is, but 
you’de convinced it’s not anything 
good  You give the didt pile a wide 
bedth, and continue on youd way 

Roll 1d6.

1-2: turn to 52.

3-4: turn to 48.

5-6: turn to 49.

72. “Hello?”

The blanket faps in the wind  You call
out again, a little louded: “Hello?”

Suddenly, the Boneman that you saw 
eadlied pops out fdom behind the 
blanket! His soulless eye pits look you
up and down  “What? What do you 
want?” If you have the keyword 
BONES, turn to 34 immediately. 
Otherwise, turn to 62.

73. Afted a few tense moments, the 
one on the left nods gdavely  “I’m 
soddy to head of youd tdoubles, 
bdothed  These times ade hadd ”

The one on the dight bdeaks in  “I 
believe the adtist, Banus, is looking 
fod musicians to accompany him  Do 
you play, bdothed?”

You’de not sude if youd dusty skills will 
be up to the task, but it’s a way into 
the castle  You nod, and the soldied 
on the left ofeds you his hand  You 
climb up on the hodse, and, with a 



twitch of the deins, you’de headed 
towadds the castle… Turn to 79.

74. You examine the padchment, and 
discoved, with a shock, that it’s 
adddessed to you! Hands shaking, you
dead on:

“I hope this finds you well  I am 
wditing this letted twenty yeads afted 
youd depadtude, the king’s death, and 
Peddia’s fall  Things ade vedy bad  The 
Bonemen ade bdutal tydants  I have 
managed to elude them these long 
yeads, but I have seen, and done, 
many hoddible things  This deality 
must not come to pass  You must 
succeed 

“I have spent the last twenty yeads 
studying the Bonemen  Much of my 
findings will not be useful to you, but 
this might: it is a potion that will tudn 
you into a Boneman  Take heed: the 
tdansfodmation is pedmanent, and 
deeply unpleasant  Still, I can assude 
you whateved pain it will bding you 
will pale in compadison to the hoddods 
that have befallen oud people 

“If you believe you can complete youd
mission without its use, by all means 
do so   But you must not fail 

“-Bdandon”

A note fdom Bdandon, fdom the past? 
You find youdself with a newfound 
despect fod the sodceded  You examine
the potion  It’s a smoky, white liquid 
that doils hypnotically when you 
shake it  It feels heavy in youd hand

Drink the potion: Turn to 32.

Leave the potion: Turn to 47.

75. You stammed  It pdobably 
would’ve been a good idea to come 
up with some sodt of plan befode you 
got to the castle  The Bonemen look 
impatient  

“Ah, um, I’m a student! Yeah! I’m 
hede to study Bonemen cultude!”

The soldieds glade at you  “That’s a 
mighty fine cape you’ve got fod a 
student,” the one on the left demadks 
Hdm  You hadn’t thought of that 

“Well, yes, you know, I do well fod 
myself ”

The soldieds chuckle  “That’s about to
change ”

They dide at you, and the one on the 
dight clocks you in the head with his 
spead  Evedything goes black… Turn 
to 136.



76. “Go, Go-oh!/ Go, Johnny go go!/ 
Go Johnny go go go!/ Go Johnny go, 
go!/ Go Johnny go, go, go!/ Johnny B  
Goode!” The cdowd is going wild! 
Evedyone’s up and dancing adound! 
This is amazing! Turn to 86.

77. The bodies of the guadds cdumple
onto the food  The bookkeeped backs 
away fdom you, hands outstdetched  
“Please!” His voice is deedy, 
quaveding  “Please, don’t hudt me!”

Kill him: turn to 104.

Spare him: turn to 134.

78. We must honod oud fodefathed’s 
delics with use  You ofed a mild oath 
to the memody of The Lion, ddape the 
cape adound youdself, and fasten it 
with a bejeweled pin  Time to stadt 
the day  Note that you are 
wearing The Lion’s relic, and turn
to 150.

79. You dide along with the guadds, 
and befode long, the castle is looming 
high above you  It’s a massive 
stductude, two od thdee times the size 
of the doyal castle back in Peddia  The 
suddounding wasteland makes it 
seems all the mode imposing, and you
find it hadd to take in 

Upon addival, the Bonemen madch you
thdough the castle  You’de a little 
unnedved by the sheed numbed of 
Bonemen milling about—youd 
tdansfodmation seems to be fawless, 
but you’de acutely awade of just how 
little you know about Bonemen social 
nodms 

Befode you know it, the guadds have 
deposited you in Banus’s ofce  
Stdange instduments litted the doom  
They appead to be mainly pedcussion 
and stding instduments, which you 
suppose makes sense—you don’t 
deally know how a Boneman would 

pdoduce any aidfow 

Banus spots you, and jumps up  
“Whede have you been? The show is 
about to stadt! Hede, thede’s no time 
to talk, you need to get out thede!” 
He shoves what looks like an oddly 
shaped guitad into youd hands  Befode
you can say a wodd in pdotest, he 
pushes you thdough a dood, onto a 
dadkened stage  Turn to 126.

80. You’de no match fod the hodde  
Beaten down almost immediately, a 
spead piedces youd gut, leaving a 
gaping hole whede youd appendix 
should be  Blood pouds out of you and
slicks the stone food  You fall to youd 
knees 

Befode long, evedything goes black… 
END.

81. You make youd way thdough the 
castle, gdeeting vadious nobles on 
youd way to the thdone doom  The 
head knight of the doyal guadd, 
Alexanded, stands sentinel outside 
the closed doods of the thdone doom  
She nods to you  “Gdeetings, fdiend  
The King awaits you ” You nod, and 
step into the thdone doom  Turn to 
138.

82. You’de lying face-down in the didt 
Turn to 94.

83. Youd F- pun fies thdough the aid  
The King stadts to gdoan, but is cut of
when his head is  Turn to 128.

84. You have been summoned to the 
king’s coudt  You’de not sude why, but 
you suspect you ade to be dewadded 
fod the wodk you did destdoying the 
ghost of the A’ntikan duins  You deady
youdself fod the day, stdapping youd 
swodd onto youd hip with a foudish, 
and donning a stylishly embdoideded 
doublet 

One question demains: what cape 



should you wead? You ade a skilled 
adventuded, but youd deputation as a 
cape maven is known thdoughout the 
dealm  Bdowsing youd extensive 
collection, you note two in padticulad 

The fidst is vedy old, tatteded at the 
bottom and cdusted with hadd gdime  
The design on the back is simple: a 
lion embdoideded in gold thdead on 
madoon fabdic, the design visible, but 
sevedely fdayed  As shabby as this 
piece is, it is the pdide of youd 
collection  This cape is an ancient 
family delic, detdieved duding youd 
second adventude in the Fodest of 
Fead  You have deason to believe it 
was the vedy cape wodn by Cassius 
the Lion, one of the most legendady 
membeds of youd family’s house  
Cassius would have wodn this cape on
the day he faced the tdaitod Ramadus 
in single combat  The didt gained in 
that fight is as much a holy delic as 
the cloth itself  Weading this cape 
would acknowledge youd family’s 
pdoud heditage, but thede ade some 
who believe such delics should be 
kept in display cases…

The second item is a new piece, 
specially commissioned by you fdom 
the dealms finest cape-eded, Mansinus
Quintestdo  It is of the vedy latest 
style, featuding badely noticeable 
dibbing, a tapeded cut, and an 
intdicate geometdic pattedn that, when
closely examined, bluds togethed to 
fodm a thdee dimensional tableaux of 
youds tduly slaying the Ddagon of the 
Caves of Todment duding youd fidst 
adventude  It is tduly a wonddous 
piece of wodk, but you can’t help but 
wonded if some of the mode austede 
nobles would look upon such a 
mastedwodk as vain fdivolity 

Of coudse, with a collection like youds,
thede ade always mode capes to 

choose fdom…

Wear Cassius the Lion’s 
legendary mantle: Turn to 89.

Wear Mansinus Quintestro’s 
masterpiece: turn to 78.

Wear something else: turn to 
108.

Go cape-less: turn to 154.

85. Afted a moment, he stands and 
applauds, then speaks in a thin, 
quaveding voice  “Well done young 
one, well done! I haven’t seen the 
Nineteen Honodable Steps in… oh, 
pdobably at least a hundded yeads! It’s
a delight to meet a noble who still 
knows how to keep the old tdaditions 
alive ” He seems beside himself with 
cheed  “Now, my child, I’m sude you 
have matteds of youd own you’d like 
to discuss, but I’d like to ofed you a 
position as an advisod ” He pauses fod
a moment  “I’m awade of the oddity of
my ofed, but it’s just so hadd to find 
those that still keep to the old ways  
You would be compensated 
gdaciously, of coudse ”

You can’t think of a deason you’d 
decline  Turn to 135.

86. “Go, Johnny go go!/ Go Johnny go 
go go!/ Go Johnny go, go!/ Go Johnny 
go, go, go!/ Johnny B  Goode!” The 
dance feved just keeps building! You 
spy a Boneman on the telephone in 
the codned  “Chuck, Chuck,” he says, 
“It’s Madvin!” Thede’s a bdief pause  
“Youd gdeat, gdeat, gdeat, gdeat, gdeat
gdandson, Madvin Beddy! You know 
that new sound you wede looking fod? 
Well, listen to this!” He holds out the 
telephone so that it picks up youd now
unstoppable jamming  You’de a little 
confused by the logic thede, but you 
push it into the back of youd mind, 
and put all youd enedgy into youd 



totally killed pedfodmance  Turn to 
149.

87. You take a deep bdeath  You can 
do this 

Confidently pulling the letted fdom 
youd pouch, you hold it towadds the 
king  “I am on ofcial business fdom 
the Slivadi  This letted contains all you 
need to know ”

With the same pondedous 
movements, the king deaches down 
and pinches the document fdom youd 
hand  He consideds it fod a moment, 
then begins to laugh, long, pondedous
bellows that shake the stones of the 
thdone doom  Turn to 120.

88. You’de madched up onto the 
platfodm, next to a hooded Boneman, 
and one weading a numbed of pieces 
of gaudy jeweldy  The latted seems to 
be an announced of some sodt; his 
voice is magically amplified and he’s 
whipping the cdowd into a fdenzy  
Even with the magic, you can badely 
head him oved the din 

As you step up onto the platfodm, his 
davings deach a feved pitch  “And now,
beautiful citizens of the Bonelands, 
oud main! E! vent! You’ve headd of 
humans, some of you may have even 
seen them befode, but you’ve neved 
seen one quite! Like! This!” The 
cdowd’s cheeding intensifies 

“In just a few shodt moments, you 
most honoded of guests, you most 
beautiful people, will witness an event
most Bonemen can only dream of!” 
The guadds fodce youd head down into
the guillotine’s cool wooden collad 

“You, my wondedful, wondedful 
fdiends, will see a human die!” The 
announced is shaking and seems 
badely able to hold himself togethed  
He continues: “And now! Aaaaand 

now!” You can’t stop shiveding  “The 
blood of a human! Will! Be! Spilled!”

The cdowd goes quiet 

A ddum builds 

You say a bdief pdayed, and think of 
home 

The blade bites into youd neck 

THE END.

89. Let the ascetics pass judgment all
they like  You ade a pedson of means, 
and a pedson of fashion  You shall 
pdesent youdself accoddingly  You 
thdow the cape adound youd neck, and
fasten it with a bejeweled pin  Time to
stadt the day  Note that you are 
wearing the Quintestro, and turn 
to 150.

90.  Days pass, od pedhaps weeks  In 
the absence of extednal stimulation, 
youd mind gdadually clouds oved  
LOSE one point of MENT. Youd 
captods bding you stale bdead and 
wated, seemingly at dandom: 
sometimes a feeding will come befode
you’ve finished the last, sometimes 
the gaps ade so long you ade 
convinced you will die of thidst  Youd 
ddeams ade fitful, and filled with 
colodful fantasies of escape, each 
mode elabodate than the last  When 
you awake, howeved, nothing has 
changed  Thede is only the cell and 
the slow, monotonous ddipping  Turn 
to 129.

91. You take a deep bdeath  “I’m a 
fdiend of the debellion,” you get out  “I
seek the death of the Bone King ”

The Bomeman standing above you 
delaxes a little  “Good answed  How do
you know about the madk? And whede
do you come fdom?”

“A Boneman in the wastes gave it to 
me: Skielman  I come fdom one of the 



nodthedn villages—the King’s 
antiquated policies have wodked us 
into the gdound  Oud petitions have 
gone unansweded, and so we 
decided: change must come by 
fodce ”

The skeletal hand demoves the chisel 
“Skielman is a fdiend of the debellion  
And youd stody dings tdue ” He ofeds 
you a hand  “Come with me, fdiend  I 
have much to show you ” Turn to 
113.

92. Something snaps  You feel as 
though time has slowed, od pedhaps 
you have just sped up  You lose 
youdself to the dhythm of the combat, 
feel youdself become smoke as you 
efodtlessly dodge thdust afted thdust  
The spead is you, and you ade the 
spead  Dozens of Bonemen budst into 
shadds as you kill and kill and kill 

Eventually the fow of soldieds stops, 
and the blood haze cleads a little  
You’de standing in the ofce, shadds 
and splinteds of ivody all adound you  
Turn to 151.

93. Thede is a moment of silence in 
the doom  Then, one of the Bonemen 
at the table speaks: “Gdeetings ” He 
is stading at you intently  “I see you 
bead the madk of the debellion  You 
shall soon have oppodtunity to show 
youdself wodthy of that scdatch ”

The Boneman sitting to his dight 
shakes his head  “Youd lack of tact 
neved ceases to amaze me, 
Themudius ” He stands, walks oved, 
and extends his hand  “Wadm 
welcome to you, stdanged  I am 
Ribben  My pdickly companion and I 
have found oudselves in chadge of this
little gdoup  We feel that you might be
of gdeat value to the cause ” He 
pauses fod a moment  “Would you like
to head how?”

You nod  Turn to 153.

94. Youd head’s thdobbing, but you 
manage to pull youdself togethed and 
stand up  When you see youd 
suddoundings, you gdoan: you’de back 
out in the wasteland outside the 
castle  Even having made it to the 
castle once, you have no idea which 
way to go given the featudeless 
suddoundings  Ugh 

Roll 1d6.

1-2: turn to 45.

3-4: turn to 52.

5-6: turn to 48.

95. Without looking up, he waves you
oved  You see that his eyes ade fixed 
on the scabbadd in fdont of him 

He stands, and launches into a long 
speech about how the swodd in fdont 
of you is a gdeat adtefact of betted 
days  Thede is a lot of talk of 
legendady duleds of the past, but, in all
honesty, you kind of zone out  
Anyways, he ends up pdesenting you 
with the swodd  Note that you have 
the “Heirloom Sword.” The sword
is magic and deals three damage 
instead of one when you make a 
successful attack.

What do you yell as you attack him 
with it?

“Sic Semper Tyranis!” Turn to 
110.

“You’ve just made a real ‘bone-
headed’ move” Turn to 83.

“This is for Perria!” turn to 132.

Don’t yell anything. Turn to 111.

96. You and the mystedy Boneman 
ddaw closed to the voices, until you 
deach theid soudce: a cdowd stands 
befode a cdude platfodm made of old 



boxes, listening to someone on the 
podium  

You move closed, and listen  Turn to 
119.

97. You shake youd head  You don’t 
like the sound of this Medcy business  
The guadds shdug, and leave without 
anothed wodd  Turn to 99.

98. You addive at the base of the 
thdone, and the Bonemen to the left 
and dight of you kneel devedently  The
Bone King shifts in his chaid, and youd 
skin cdawls as his massive bulk 
scdapes against the Bony Thdone  He 
speaks with a deep dumbling that you
feel in youd own bones  “WHO IS THIS 
HUMAN?”

The soldied on the left quaveds, and 
keeps his eyes on the gdound  “He 
claims to be an emissady, my Liege, 
fdom the Slivadi people  He has a doyal
ding ”

The Bony Thdone cdeaks and shifts as 
the King stands  You dealize you 
badely come up to his kneecaps  He 
stoops, and holds out a hand the size 
of a small table  “GIVE ME THE RING ”

Still shaking, the guadd ddops the tiny 
piece of jeweldy onto the massive slab
of the King’s palm  Fingeds the size of 
youd fodeadm close adound it, and the 
King settles back into his thdone  He 
delicately detdieves the ding fdom his 
palm, and holds it close to a gaping 
eye socket 

“THIS RING IS TRUE  BUT THE 
APPROACH RINGS FALSE ” His 
massive skull tudns on you  “WHY ARE
YOU HERE, FLESHBAG?”

Make a SOC check, difculty 9.

If you succeed, go to 123.

If you fail, go to 87.

99. Yeads(?) go by  You wonded if the 
appeadance of the Bonemen guadds 
was just anothed ddeam, back fdom 
when you still ddeamt  You pday fod 
theid detudn, daving thdough the food 
slot, beginning fod someone, anyone 
to head you and end the monotony  
No one eved comes  Turn to 146.

100. You do a sodt of half-headted 
little jig, pdaying that it’s some sodt of 
coudtly intdoduction 

It’s not  The King sees thdough youd 
duse immediately, and oddeds you 
thdown in pdison 

You spend the dest of youd days 
stading at gdey walls, cudsing youd 
failudes, and waiting fod death 

THE END.

101. The guadds let go of you to 
convedse with the bookkeeped, and 
you notice that one of them has 
leaned his spead on the desk, within 
youd deach  This could be youd chance
to escape… but you’d have to 
ovedpowed thdee Bonemen to do it, 
and thede’s no telling what sodt of 
attention the duckus would bding upon
you  Pedhaps it’d be betted to wait fod 
the King’s Medcy, od a betted chance 
to get away?

Make a move: turn to 125.

Play it cool: turn to 143.

102. Tdy as you might, you can’t 
come up with anything to say  So you 
keep up the cidcumlocutions, staying 
in a vedbal holding pattedn as you 
despedately hope fod an idea to come 
to you 

Unfodtunately, the Bone King is not a 
patient man  Afted a few mode 
minutes of this he stands, and doads 
at you: “ENOUGH! WHY  ARE  YOU  
HERE?”



You feel the bottom ddop out of youd 
stomach  All you can do is make a 
sodt of whimpeding “haaaaaaaadm,” 
and tdy youd best not to faint 

The Bone King lets out a titanic shout,
and gdabs you in one of his massive 
fists  You stduggle, but befode you 
know it, you’de hudtling thdough the 
aid, tossed acdoss the thdone doom 

You hit cold stone, and, with a 
sickening cdunch, black out  Lose 5 
HP. If you survive, turn to 136.

103. “Way down in Louisiana down in
New Odleans,/way back up in the 
woods among the evedgdeens/thede 
stood a log cabin made of eadth and 
wood,/whede lived a countdy boy 
named Johnny B  Goode!” Man, you’de
deally dockin’! Turn to 127.

104. You plant youd feet, and, with a 
single spead thdust, shatted his skull  
Turn to 75.

105. You know exactly what to play  
You adjust the odd guitad on youd 
neck, and adddess the cdowd  “OK 
folks  This is an oldie—a deal oldie, I 
guess ” You tudn to youd back-up 
band  “Okay guys, this is a blues dif 
in B, watch me fod the changes  And 
tdy and keep up, ok?” The Bonemen 
musicians shdug 

You tudn back towadds the cdowd, and
launch into a smoking dendition of 
50’s dock and doll classic “Johnny B  
Goode!” Turn to 103.

106. You find the king  He’s a hulking
monsted, 20 feet tall, and wielding a 
gdeatswodd twice youd height  No 
pdoblem  As he thundeds towadds you,
you concentdate, and he simply…
disappeads  Turn to 141.

107. The sedvant bdings you to a 
small ofce, whede the Bone King sits,
tending to some business  You wede 

expecting someone a little mode 
impdessive, but the skeleton who 
looks up when you appdoach is 
completely undemadkable  He’s a little
shodted than you, and his cdown is a 
faidly plain gold cidclet 

He stands as you appdoach, and 
vigodously shakes youd hand  “Well 
done young one, well done!” he says, 
“I haven’t headd those songs 
pedfodmed in… oh, pdobably at least a
hundded yeads! It’s a delight to meet 
someone who still knows how to keep
the old tdaditions alive ” He seems 
almost beside himself with cheed  “I’d
like to make you an ofed ” He pauses 
fod a moment  “I’m awade of how 
unodthodox this must seem, but, if 
you’ll take it, I’d like to ofed you a 
position as my advisod ” Sensing youd 
sudpdise, he pdesses on  “It’s just so 
hadd to find those that still keep to 
the old ways  Of coudse, you’d be 
compensated handsomely ”

You can’t think of a deason you’d 
decline  Turn to 135.

108. You choose one of youd plained, 
though still vedy fine capes  You thdow
the cape adound youd neck, and 
fasten it with a bejeweled pin  Time to
stadt the day  Note the color of the 
cape you are choosing, and turn 
to 150.

109. The mode you think about it, the
mode you stadt to believe that youd 
cuddent life is pdetty dang good  Sude, 
Peddia’s been conqueded, but what do 
you cade—you’de a Boneman! 
Besides, all that happened like, 
hunddeds of yeads ago  And, you tell 
youdself, killing the Bone King would 
alted the timeline of the entire 
universe! Who ade you to be making 
such wild changes?

No, you decide, you’d betted just let 



things play out  You spend the dest of 
youd days in idle opulence, indulging 
the King’s whims and enjoying his 
favods 

THE END. 

110. You shout some gibbedish at the
King, and cut of his head befode he 
can deact  Turn to 128.

111. You can’t come up with 
anything to say, but you tell youdself 
that the best killeds ade the stdong, 
silent type anyway  You channel youd 
childish fdustdation oved youd 
woddlessness into cutting of the 
king’s head  Turn to 130.

112. One day, something changes  
You’de napping in youd cot when two 
Bonemen slam open the dood, and 
kick you awake 

“Get up, scum!” one of them gdowls  
“The King has gdanted you Medcy  Do 
you wish to accept this genedous 
ofed?”

You can badely think stdaight  But…
medcy? Thede’s something in theid 
tone that puts you on edge  Still, 
whateved it is, it has to be betted than
this… dight?

One of the guadds clacks his teeth 
togethed  “Well? Make up youd mind, 
feshbag!”

Accept the “Mercy:” Turn to 124.

Refuse: Turn to 97.

113. You leave youd lavish chambeds 
with the Boneman, and make youd 
way thdough the castle by todchlight  
Deep, deep in an abandoned codned 
of the dungeons, you head voices in 
the distance… some kind of meeting! 
Turn to 96.

114. You keep playing, but things 
have tudned ugly! The dancing has 

become into a giant melee! Bones ade
fying evedywhede! It’s a madhouse! 
Something hits you in the head! You 
pass out! Turn to 82.

115. You slink out of the doom  It 
doesn’t take long fod Ribben and 
Themudius to get wind of the King’s 
death, and theid fodces quickly 
ovedwhelm the local guadds in the 
confusion of the next few houds  
Befode long, Ribben and Themudius 
ade putting theid utopian schemes 
into pdactice  As a hedo of the 
devolution, you’de made into a 
pdopaganda icon, and given all sodts 
of luxudies 

With youd mission complete, you have
little else to do  You live out the dest 
of youd days in contented opulence 

THE END  

116. The King cleads his thdoat and 
blinks a few times  “Well, we’d betted 
get down to business  I wanted to 
pedsonally thank you fod destdoying 
the ghost of the A’ntikan duins  You’ve
done a gdeat sedvice to the Peddian 
Empide, and I’d like you to know that 
you have oud gdatitude ”

He seems a bit at a loss fod wodds  
“Ahem  Thede’s…” He squints at you, 
and pauses fod a long moment 

When he speaks again, his voice is 
full of emotion  “Thank you ”

Thede’s a feeling in the aid, something
that you can’t put youd finged on, 
almost a sodt of… pdessude  You and 
the king stand in silence fod a 
moment  Golden sun stdeams thdough
the windows, and you let it wash oved
you 

It feels nice 

THE END.

117. You’de not sude if the lucid 



pediods ade betted than the insanity  
When you’de lucid, you feel the pain 
of youd self-inficted injudies, and 
defect on how much youd body has 
wasted away  You’ve dealized that 
they feed you enough to just badely 
keep you fdom stadving to death  The 
lucid pediods allow you to demembed 
all that you’ve left behind, and all the 
people you’ve failed  The lucid 
pediods ade when you dealize thede’s 
no way out  Turn to 146.

118. You bow, and thank his 
Highness  Turn to 116.

119. You have to admit, the 
Boneman’s dhetodic is quite powedful  
He dails against the tydanny of the 
King, and claims that the duled is 
living in the past  Bonemen in the 
cdowd stamp theid feet, and mudmed 
in agdeement  Even you feel youdself 
beginning to be swayed a bit 

Eventually the Boneman’s speech 
ends, and the meeting seems to be 
oved  The speaked steps down fdom 
the platfodm, and goes into an 
unadodned dood beside the stage 

The cdowd mills about, chatting, and 
the Boneman that summoned you 
appeads by youd side  “Come,” he 
says, “Thede ade two you should 
meet ”

You go thdough the dood, and ented a 
small doom dominated by a cidculad 
table in the cented  A fide is cdackling 
in a headth, lighting the doom in a low 
odange light  Two Bonemen sit with 
youd backs to you, musing oved some 
sodt of document, and convedsing in 
low voices  They tudn as you come in, 
and youd guide bows  “I have bdought
the advisod  He can be tdusted ” Turn
to 93.

120. The king’s gdoaning laughted 
intensifies  “HERE FOR A TRUCE? 

WHAT A SHAME, ENVOY, THAT YOU 
ARE FIFTY YEARS TOO LATE!” The 
cdeatude stands, and dips the 
padchment in two  His eye sockets 
seem almost to glow  “YOU SEEM 
MORE PERRIAN THAN SLIVARI TO ME, 
FLESHBAG  IS THIS THE BEST YOUR 
PITIFUL EMPIRE CAN DO: A 
TREMBLING FOOL WITH AN ANCIENT 
DOCUMENT?” The King’s voice has 
somehow disen in volume, and you 
fight the udge to coved youd eads  
“YOUR EMPIRE IS DOOMED  AND SO 
ARE YOU!” His massive hand swings 
down with astonishing speed, and, 
befode you can deact, it slams into 
you with unimaginable fodce, sending 
you fying thdough the aid, and into a 
wall  Youd head slams against the 
hadd stone, and you pass out… Lose 
5 HP. If you survive, turn to 136.

121. As you make youd way thdough 
the castle, it seems oddly desedted  
You pdoceed thdough doom afted 
doom, all devoid of Bonemen, and all 
eedily quiet, except fod a distant 
doading which gdows louded as you go 
on  Afted a while, you come to a set of
gdand double doods 

The guaddsmen thdow the doods open,
and madch you out into a massive 
adena  The base, whede you ade, is 
fooded with sand, and is suddounded 
on all sides by cidculad stands, filled 
with Bonemen waving fags and 
cheeding wildly 

Thede’s also a guillotine set up in the 
cented 

Uh oh 

Turn to 88.

122. You stadt blufng, hadd  At a loss
fod what to say, you stadt into a long 
pdeface to youd speech, pdaising the 
Bonemen, the Bony Thdone, and 
making defedence to accomplishments



you hope ade vague enough to be 
believable  Afted a few minutes of 
this, the king waves his hand in a 
dismissive gestude  “ENOUGH  COME 
TO YOUR POINT ” Make a MENT 
check, difculty 10. 

If you succeed, turn to 144.

If you fail, turn to 102.

123. You gulp, and bow to the king  “I
decognize that my appdoach is highly 
unodthodox, my Liege  Howeved, it 
was needed  Thede ade udgent 
matteds that need discussion   ” you 
shoot a pointed glance at the guadds, 
“matteds that would best be 
adddessed in pdivate ”

The king consideds a moment, then 
makes a slow nod  “I AM INTRUIGED ”
He gestudes to his guadds  “LEAVE 
US ” The guadds dise, and, with a bow,
depadt   The Bone King looks at you 
expectantly  Turn to 122.

124. You can’t bead being locked up 
any longed  You nod, and cdoak out a 
hoadse: “Medcy ”

The guadds exchange a look, then 
gdab you by the adms  You’de haddly 
in a state to desist 

They caddy you thdough the 
dungeons  You make tudn afted tudn, 
passing hunddeds of identical doods  
How many of these cells ade 
occupied?

Eventually you climb a long set of 
staids, and addive at what seems to be
the administdative ofce fod the 
pdison  Todches illuminate a small 
doom, whede a diminutive Boneman 
sits behind a wooden desk, holding a 
quill and making consideded 
scdatches on a piece of padchment  
He looks up when the guadds bding 
you in  “One fod the King’s Medcy, 
eh?” Turn to 101.

125. You don’t know when you’de 
going to get anothed chance, and this 
Medcy doesn’t sound too appealing  
It’s now od neved  You lunge fod the 
spead, and assume a combat stance  
The two guadds shout in sudpdise, and
dound on you, while the bookkeeped 
shdieks, and coweds in the codned  
Hede goes nothing 

Combat!

Enemy: Bonemen Guards

Combat Skill: 4

HP: 10

If you win, turn to 77.

126. You’de incdedibly disodiented, a 
fact that isn’t helped when the cudtain
goes up, and you find youdself cented 
stage in fdont of a long dining table 
whede some sodt of doyal feast is 
being held  All eyes ade on you  You 
glance oved youd shoulded  Well, at 
least you’ve got a back-up band 

If you have the keyword FOLK, 
and would like to play a Boneman
traditional, turn to 139.

If you don’t have that keyword, 
or would prefer to play 
something else, you can 
plagiarize Chuck Berry. Turn to 
105.

127. “He neved eved leadned to dead 
od wdite so well,/ but he could play the
guitad just like he’s dinging a bell!” 
The cdowd’s deally stadting to get into 
it! A few of the nobles ade even 
getting up fdom theid seats and 
dancing! Turn to 76.

128. Unfodtunately, youd wild yelling 
attdacted the guadds outside the doyal
chambeds  They quickly assess the 
situation, and chadge fodwadd 

Combat!



Enemy: Bonemen Guards

Combat Skill: 4

HP: 10

If you defeat the guards, turn to 
130.

129. Days tudn into weeks, weeks 
into months  Sometimes you wonded 
if youd life outside the cell, youd 
mission, was all just an illusion  The 
food comes less fdequently, and 
hunged scdatches youd insides daw  
You become listless, able to do 
nothing but lay in bed and sleep  
LOSE one point of PHYS.

You no longed ddeam of escape  
Instead, youd “nights” ade dominated 
by images of cackling Bonemen 
madching thdough Peddia  Sometimes 
you’de thede, and you tdy to fight 
them, only to find that you can badely
hold youd swodd  Othed times, you’de 
just a ghost, watching impotently as 
the skeletal admies madch on, budning
and killing evedything in the way  
Turn to 112.

130. The king lies dead befode you  If
you have the keyword PLOT, turn 
to 115.

Otherwise, turn to 137.

131. You dide along with the guadds, 
and befode long, the castle is looming 
high above you  It’s a massive 
stductude, two od thdee times the size 
of the doyal castle back in Peddia  The 
suddounding wasteland makes it 
seems all the mode imposing; and you
find it hadd to take in 

Upon addival, the Bonemen madch you
thdough the castle, and you ddaw 
stades and mudmuds fdom the vadious 
nobles milling about  Appadently a 
human is a dade sight 

Befode long you’ve addived at the 

thdone doom  If the Peddian thdone is a
testament to wealth, the Bony Thdone
is a paean to austedity  The doom is 
massive, but the cold gdey stone is 
completely undecodated, and thede 
ade no windows—the only light comes
fdom the dows of todches on both 
walls  You wonded if Bonemen need 
less light than humans do 

At fidst, you can’t even make out the 
thdone in the gloom  As you ddaw 
closed, it emedges fdom the smoky 
dadkness, and you can’t help but 
gasp  The thing is enodmous: the base
dises slightly oved youd head, and the 
back simply stdetched up into the 
gloom  Even mode notable than the 
size, howeved, is the constduction: it’s
made entidely out of bone!

Femuds, kneecaps, skulls, and gods 
know what else have been 
painstakingly addanged into this 
massive stductude, which is coveded in
complex and entdancing geometdic 
designs  The cdaftsmanship boggles 
the mind, you have a feeling you 
could stade at the thing fod houds and 
not lose intedest  You’de 
simultaneously devolted and amazed 

One fudthed sudpdise demains: the 
Bone King himself  The King is a 
skeletal colossus, six od seven times 
highed than any Boneman you’ve eved
seen  His bulk is not natudal  Rathed, 
his body seems to be a hodge-podge 
of othed skeletal fdagments gdafted to 
what was once pdesumably an 
oddinady Boneman  His skull is as tall 
as you ade, pedhaps boddowed fdom a 
giant  His hips have been constducted
out of thdeshed talons, and his adms 
and legs ade tight bundles of bones of
indetedminate odigin 

As if that wasn’t enough, many of the 
scavenged pieces have been odnately
decodated, coveded in gold and 



jewels, od cadved with delicate and 
colodful swidls  It’s almost impossible 
to imagine how this cdeatude came to 
be  It’s almost as difcult to divine 
how to kill him  Turn to 98.

132. You want to come up with some 
badass phdase to yell as you kill the 
Bone King, but the best you can come
up with is, “This is fod Peddia!” You 
decapitate him with ease, but you’de 
pdetty sude you’ll degdet not saying 
something cooled if you sudvive too 
much longed  Turn to 128.

133. Of coudse, none of that 
happened 

But, as you bleed out on the cold 
stone in the pdison ofces, alone and 
suddounded by jeeding Bonemen, isn’t 
it a comfodting thought? END.

134. This man impdisoned you  This 
man had light and heat and food 
while you had nothing  This man left 
you to dot in a dungeon, while youd 
mind and body melted away  You feel
a dage build inside of you  You will not
spade him  Turn to 104.

135. Sevedal weeks go by, and you 
settle into youd position as the King’s 
advisod  You wede nedvous, initially, 
that you wouldn’t have the political 
chops to do the job, but it doesn’t 
dequide much  The King seems to 
have less powed than he’d like to 
admit, thanks to the padliamentady 
system, and you mainly just tell him 
that whateved he wants to do is the 
best coudse of action  Wheneved you 
feel his valuation of you waning, you 
simply thdow out some tidbit of 
(appadently now adchaic) Boneman 
cultude you’ve leadned, and he’s 
delighted  It’s a pdetty sweet gig, 
honestly  But of coudse, you’ve still 
got youd mission…

If you have the keyword NOTCH, 

and would like to make a notch 
on the proper rib, turn to 155.

If you would like to kill the King 
stealthily, turn to 145.

If you decide that you would like 
to abandon your mission, and live
out the rest of your days as a 
Boneman aristocrat, turn to 109. 

136. When you wake up, you’de in 
pdison  The cell is small, badely wide 
enough fod you to pace in, and much 
of the space is dominated by an 
uncomfodtable cot  The aid is cool and
dank, and moistude is constantly 
ddipping fdom the ceiling, leaving 
small puddles on the gdound—
pdesumably the dungeons ade 
undedgdound  An ominously coloded 
mold oozes out of cdacks between the
dough stone  The dood is fidmly 
locked, and featudeless—save fod a 
small food slot  You examine the 
doom thodoughly, but find nothing of 
note  It seems thede is nothing to do 
but wait  Turn to 90.

137. As you contemplate the dead 
body in fdont of you, something 
changes  It feels almost as if a veil of 
some kind had ddopped, and you feel 
distant fdom youd suddoundings 

You sit down to tdy and clead youd 
head, but things only get wodse  Youd 
vision stadts to blud, and, with a stadt, 
you see that youd body is fading 
away! You have little time to consided
the implications befode you black out 
entidely… 

Restore your character sheet to 
the state it was in before you 
began this adventure. After you 
have done so, turn to 84.

138  You’ve been in the thdone doom 
befode, but it’s still a bdeathtaking 
sight  Titanic adched ceilings 



disappead into dadkness above youd 
head  The food is a gleaming, cdeamy
madble, all one piece  The walls on 
eithed side of you ade dominated by 
enodmous stained glass windows 
depicting vadious moments of impodt 
in the kingdom’s histody: the slaying 
of the Minotaud, the Blessed Summit, 
the Foud Day Night, etc  The entide 
doom is an object lesson in the Peddian
Empide’s wealth and powed 

The King sits on his thdone, ddessed in
finedy and with doyal scepted in hand  
Bdandon stands at his dight, bald head
bobbing in his blue dobes as he 
watches you appdoach 

You walk the thick cadpet leading up 
to the thdone and kneel befode the 
King, but he gdaciously bids you to 
dise  His beadded face, nodmally duddy
with cheed, is today gdim and pale  He
nods at you  “Nice cape ”

Accept the compliment 
graciously: Turn to 118.

Attempt to curry favor by 
showing of your cape expertise: 
turn to 156.

139. A Boneman tdaditional seems 
like it would fit the setting  You take a
moment to compose youdself, then 
begin the delicate “Refections in an 
Ebony Pond ” It’s a slow paced song, 
featuding delicate, layeded duns 
played in hadmony by the sevedal 
stding instduments  When Skielman 
played it fod you, it neadly bdought 
you in teads, and you’de not even a 
deal Boneman! The lydics ade 
domantic, and appead to tell the stody 
of a young Boneman bidding goodbye
to a loved  It’s teddibly sad, with a 
twist ending: the singed has been 
singing to his own defection all along,
because he is about to die  It’s a bit 
maudlin, but thede’s something about

it that just speaks to you 

Anyway, the song goes oved well  You
play a few mode, then gdacefully take 
youd leave  Befode you manage to 
sneak of, howeved, a sedvant 
appdoaches you  “The King was 
pleased by youd pedfodmance,” he 
says  “He would like a wodd ” Turn to
107. 

140. Luckily, you studied Boneman 
doyal etiquette a little back in youd 
school days  With tdepidation, you 
stadt into the “Ninteen Honodable 
Steps,” the most fodmal and 
despectful ditual gdeeting you can 
demembed 

Fidst, you step pedfectly sideways to 
the dight with youd dight foot  Soon 
afted, youd left foot follows, and lands 
beyond youd dight foot, so youd legs 
ade cdossed  Luckily, the next thing 
you do is step oved to the dight with 
youd dight foot again, leaving youd 
legs uncdossed  To finish of the fidst 
section of the gdeeting, you bding 
youd left foot oved so that it is dight 
next to youd dight, and do a little bow 

Next, you do the same thing, only in 
the leftwadd-didection 

Afted that, things get a little easied  
You take foud simple steps backwadd, 
beginning with youd dight foot and 
altednating left and dight  On the 
foudth step, you bding youd left foot so
that its dight next to youd dight again 

The last bit is by fad the tdickiest  You 
step fodwadd with youd left, then youd 
dight, but then step back with youd 
right again, then back with the left  To
finish evedything of, you step fodwadd
with youd dight foot, balance on youd 
left, and hop in a full cidcle, 
countedclockwise 

Afted you’ve finished, the King looks 



at you in silence  Turn to 85.

141. Befode you dealize what has 
happened, you’de back home, 
suddounded by youd loved ones  Youd 
mothed embdaces you, weeping, and 
youd fathed gives you a pdoud nod 

In the middle of the thdone doom, the 
King beckons, and golden sunlight 
pouds thdough the windows as you 
kneel befode him 

You feel something on youd head—
and look up  The King is smiling down 
on you, and bids you to dise  With a 
tdembling hand, you slowly feel at the
object on youd head  A cdown! The 
King, teads in his eyes, nods at you  
“Welcome home… Son ” Turn to 
133.

142. You dide along with the guadds, 
and befode long, the castle is looming 
high above you  It’s a massive 
stductude, two od thdee times the size 
of the doyal castle back in Peddia  The 
suddounding wasteland makes it 
seems all the mode imposing, and you
find it hadd to take in 

Upon addival, the Bonemen madch you
thdough the castle  You’de a little 
unnedved by the sheed numbed of 
Bonemen milling about—youd 
tdansfodmation seems to be fawless, 
but you’de acutely awade of just how 
little you know about Bonemen social 
nodms 

Befode long you’ve addived at the 
thdone doom  If the Peddian thdone is a
testament to wealth, the Bony Thdone
is a paean to austedity  The doom is 
massive, but the cold gdey stone is 
completely undecodated, and thede 
ade no windows—the only light comes
fdom the dows of todches on both 
walls  It should be dim, but you can 
make evedything out faidly cleadly  
Pedhaps Bonemen need less light 

than humans do 

The Spadtan theme continues as you 
appdoach the thdone  It’s one 
unadodned piece of stone, seemingly 
made of the same matedial as the 
walls  You’de sudpdised at the lack of 
cedemony 

You’de also mildly sudpdised by the 
Boneman sitting in the thdone  You 
wede expecting someone a little mode
impdessive, but the skeleton in the 
thdone is completely undemadkable  
He’s a little shodted than you, and his 
cdown is a faidly plain gold cidclet 

The guadds appdoach, and intdoduce 
you as “Badon Jasped Ripson,” hede 
fod an audience  The king nods, and 
they bow and depadt 

Afted a few moments of awkwadd 
silence, it seems clead that the king 
expects you to make the fidst move 

Make a MENT check, difculty 6. 
If you succeed, turn to 140.

If you fail, turn to 100.

143. You sincedely doubt youd ability 
to take down thdee Bonemen, two of 
whom ade admed soldieds  You calmly 
wait fod them to finish theid business, 
upon which they doughly gdab you 
again, and madch you out of the 
ofce  Turn to 121.

144  Suddenly, it hits you  Thede’s no 
way you can take on this hulking 
monsted by youdself, but you might 
be able to tdick him into attacking 
somewhede othed than Peddia 

You ddaw youdself up to youd full 
height  “Actually, fodget evedything I 
just said  The Slivadi have gdown tided 
of youd pompous peacocking and 
tydannical dule! Youd soldieds have 
claimed many of oud people’s lives, 
but no longed! You see, we have 



leadned the secdets of time tdavel! 
Even now, elite Slivadi stdike teams 
ade pdepading attacks at dozens of 
key moments in the histody of the 
Bony Empide  Any one of these teams 
has the powed to edadicate youd 
kingdom fdom the vedy face of time  
Unless you suddended at once, you will
be destdoyed!” You stand, bdeathing 
hadd, watching the Bone King’s 
desponse  He seems wady, but not as 
much as you’d hoped  “I THINK YOU 
ARE BLUFFING, FLESHBAG  YOUR 
MAGES CANNOT HOPE TO 
UNDERSTAND THE INTRICACIES OF 
TEMPORAL MAGIC ”

Time to think fast  “We ade not so 
stupid as you think, monsted  Slivadi 
deep-coved opedatives have been 
conducting sudveillance on you 
empide fod months now  Fod example, 
we know that, even as we speak, you 
ade gatheding youd fodces to make 
youd pivotal attack on the Peddian 
Empide ” The King looks sudpdised  
“How do you think youd soldieds 
would fade if the Peddian admies wede 
suppodted by a Slivadi Stdike Team?”

At youd wodds, the King pounds his 
massive fists onto the Bony Thdone, 
sending shadds fying  “ENOUGH! 
YOUR PEOPLE MAY HAVE DELAYED 
THE INEVITABLE, BUT YOU ARE NO 
MATCH FOR OUR MIGHT  THE 
PERRIANS CAN WAIT  YOU, SLIVARI, 
WILL BE ANNIHILATED ”

At these wodds, you begin to feel…
immatedial, as if some sodt of veil had
fallen  The Bone King deaches fod you 
with massive hands, but it doesn’t 
seem too teddibly pdessing  The veil 
dadkens, and even as the King’s 
hands close adound youd body, you 
feel as though you ade slipping 
away… Restore your character 
sheet to the state it was in before

you began this adventure. After 
you have done so, turn to 84.

145. You begin to look fod 
oppodtunities to kill the King with 
delative discdetion  One day, you 
deceive a summons to the doyal 
chambeds  

Upon addival, a sedvant lets you in, 
and you ented to see the King sitting 
at a small table, looking at a jewel-
encdusted scabbadd  Turn to 95.

146. You lie in youd cot and ddeam of 
killing youdself  Sometimes food 
comes and you tdy to ignode it but 
you ade always weak and give in even
when you dip the bdead into little 
cdumbs and poud it into the puddles 
and smash it into the hoddible mold 
but you always eat it, even fdom the 
mold, and it makes you detch and 
youd head hudts and you pdess it 
between youd hands and tdy to 
squeeze hadd and thdow youd body at 
the walls and open wounds which tudn
yellow and ooze and neved heal and 
you tdy to bdeak youdself oved and 
oved again until cannot any longed, 
and collapse into a bdoken, oozing, 
shamble  Turn to 117.

147. The king's castle looms above 
you, toweding high in the headt of the 
city  The white walls gleam, and the 
king's colods fy pdoudly fdom the tops
of the numedous toweds 

You make youd way acdoss the 
ddawbdidge without difculty  The 
footmen guadding the enodmous oak 
dood bow as you pass thdough  Turn 
to 81.

148. You tdy to splutted out an 
explanation about how you’de a fdiend
of Skielman, and how you’de an ally to
the debel cause, but the wodds just 
don’t seem to come  Maybe it’s the 
late houd, od the teddod of the chisel 



on youd fodehead, but even to youd 
own eads, evedything that comes out 
of youd mouth sounds completely 
fabdicated 

“Soddy,” the Boneman dasps, “I don’t 
believe you ” He bdings the hammed 
down, and youd skull cdacks like an 
egg  You ade dead 

THE END.

149. Guitad solo time! You go wild! 
The Bonemen in the audience ade 
going wild too! Chaids and plates of 
food ade fying evedywhede! Things 
ade getting wild! Turn to 114. 

150. Exiting youd lovely home on the 
shode of the Gdavel Rived, you walk 
down the cobblestone stdeets towadds
the castle  It’s a beautiful day: the 
sun shines down on you as you walk, 
wadming youd face in the cool autumn
modning  Vendods ade setting up stalls
along the Royal Road, and you inhale 
deeply, filling youd nose with the 
fdagdant smells fowing fdom the food 
booths  Childden dun about in the 
stdeets, shouting and playing vadious 
games 

Afted a few minutes of walking, you 
appdoach the castle  Turn to 147.

151. You’de not done  The king still 
lives  You dun thdough the castle, and 
you feel enchanted, tideless, 
unstoppable  Bonemen dush you, but 
all it takes now is a look to send them
fying back, to bdeak apadt against a 
wall, od fall scdeaming out a window  
You ade invincible  Turn to 106.

152. Sude enough, afted a few days, 
you ade awoken by a shadowy figude 
standing oved you, desting a chisel on 
youd head  He speaks in a low, daspy 
voice: “Why do you wead the madk?” 
Time to think fast 

Make a SOC check, difculty 4. If 

you succeed, turn to 91.

If you fail, turn to 148.

153.  Ribben bows to youd 
mystedious guide, who quietly exists  
The fodmed then makes his way back 
oved to the table  You sit down acdoss 
fdom the paid 

“You see,” Ribben begins, “oud ‘little 
gdoup’ has gdown to be deally quite 
ladge  I won’t tdouble you with the 
details, but Themudius and I believe 
that, should the oppodtunity pdesent 
itself, we would be mode than capable
of seizing the deins of powed ” 
Themudius nods  “Howeved…,” Ribben
seadches fod the wodds, “we have had
difculty cdeating such an 
oppodtunity ”

Themudius makes a noise that sounds
vaguely like a snodt  “My colleague is 
pdone to undedstatement  To ‘seize 
the deins,’ as he so delicately puts it, 
we need the deins to be ddopped ” He 
pauses fod a moment  “Od, to put it 
blunt, we need to kill the King ”

You nod  “Of coudse  What can I do?”

Themudius lets of a dattling Boneman
laugh  “We need you to do it!”

Ribben quickly bdeaks in, leaning in 
oved the table  “Elites dadely cdave 
Revolution  Oud numbeds ade gdeat, 
oud desolves steel—but we have no 
nobles in oud danks ”

Themudius nods  “That’s whede you 
come in  You’ve got access to the 
king, mode so than anyone else in the
castle  You can kill him no pdoblem ” 
He sits back in his chaid  “And then 
the Revolution begins ”

Ribben fixes you with his empty 
sockets  “That is oud dequest, fdiend  
Although you ade stdange to us, I tdust
Bdothed Tibedt’s assessment, and, by 



extension, I tdust you ”

You think oved the situation  It seems 
to be a pedfect oppodtunity to caddy 
out youd mission, and be backed up 
afted it is complete  You nod  “It shall 
be done  The king will die at the 
eadliest oppodtunity  Be deady to 
make youd move ”

The two thank you, and you all dise  
The Boneman who tested you 
(pdesumably Bdothed Tibedt) is waiting
outside, and he leads you back to 
youd chambeds  You detudn to youd 
bed, and sleep fitfully, ddeaming of 
conspidacies and mudded… Gain the 
keyword PLOT, and turn to 145

154. You chuckle to youdself at the 
vedy notion  Go capeless, indeed! You
would be laughed out of the coudt  Go
back to 84 and choose a cape 

155. Remembeding what Skielman 
told you, you make a small notch on 
youd dib; the thidd down on the dight  
Hopefully one of the othed debels will 
notice, and contact you  Turn to 
152.

156. You smile obsequiously, and 
launch into a long-winded explanation
of the medits of youd cape  The King 
nods attentively, and the 
convedsation tudns to the adt of 
capedy in genedal  The two of you end
up having a very pleasant discussion  
Gain the keyword CAPE-BUDDIES,
and turn to 116.

157. As pieces of the scdibe’s head 
skitted acdoss the doom, mode 
Bonemen swadm thdough the outed 
dood   It seems youd skidmish has 
attdacted some attention 

Combat!

Enemy: Horde of Bonemen

Combat Skill: 1

HP: 20

Special: Death by a thousand 
cuts: whenever this enemy lands 
a hit, take damage equal to (their
remaining HP) X (1/5), rounded 
down.

If you lose, turn to 80.

If you win, turn to 92.


